
Teacher/Therapist Name: Christine Inzano (WEEK 6 DATA SHEET) 

Program:  Idioms 

Direction :  Explain to student that an idiom is a phrase whose meaning can not be interpreted literally. The group of 

words together has a completely different meaning than the individual words. 

Read the idioms listed in the comments section to the student 

Student Response:  Student will explain the idiom given prompting as needed. 

Date 
             

             

             

             

            

 
Comments:  Under the weather: feeling sick 
                     Raining cats and dogs: raining heavily 
                     Two peas in a pod: very similar to each other 
                     Down to the wire: at the very last minute 
                     Draw a blank: forget something 
                     Miss the boat: missed your chance 
                     I’m all ears: you have my complete attention 
 
You can also ask student to draw the literal meaning (e.g., cats and dogs falling from the sky for raining cats and dogs) 
Brainstorm with student about other idioms they may have heard 
  
 

 

Program: Narrative Language Skills 

Direction :  Ask student to verbally relay an event that has occurred in their daily life, maybe an activity you completed 

together, an event they participated in at school, a movie they have seen 

Student Response:  Student will verbally relay event in proper sequence including settings, characters, sequence of events, 

feelings, and conclusions.  Provide verbal and visual prompting as needed. 

Date 
            

             

             

             

             

 
Comments:  After deciding on the event they want to tell you about, you can work with them to create an outline to 
pre-plan the verbal narrative.  For example, on a piece of paper write event name, characters, sequence of events, feelings, 
conclusion 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Program: Descriptive Language 

Direction :  Create a list of 5 or more items in the home and ask the student to go on a scavenger hunt to locate the items. 

To make this more fun, you could set a timer (on phone, or using clock) and have them race to find the items.  Once 

scavenger hunt is complete, place the items on a table.  Play I spy with student, taking turns to describe an item and trying to 

guess which item is being described 

Student Response:  Student will locate and describe items in home given prompting as needed 

 
Date 
            

             

             

             

             

 
Comments:  Examples of items: Find something red 
                                                     Find something shiny 
                                                     Find something soft 
                                                     Find something tiny 
                                                     Find something rough 
                                                     Find something you use daily 
                                                     Find something made of plastic 
 
 
  


